Wordscapes level 2227 answers
Wordscapes level 2227 in the Marsh Group and Cover Pack contains 17 words
and the letters BDEIRS making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 61 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 25,469 words and 105,285 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
BED, BID, RED, RIB, RID, SIR, IRE, BIRD, BRED, DIRE, RIDE, RISE, SIDE, SIRE,
BRIDE, DRIES, DEBRIS.
The extra or bonus words are:
BIRSE, DIS, IRED, BIRDS, BES, DIBS, SEI, SER, BIDE, DEBS, REBS, SIDER, DRIBS,
RIBES, RES, SEIR, ERS, DRIB, BIER, DEI, SIRED, IDS, IRES, DIES, RIDES, RIBS,
DIB, DEB, BREI, BIDS, BIERS, SIB, EDS, BIDER, REDS, IDES, DIEB, IDE,
DIE, RESID, BRIDES, BIDES, BIDERS, BIS, SED, SRI, BREIS, REB, RIDS, BRIES,
BRIS, BRIE, REI, REIS, BEDS, DESI, REBIDS, REBID, BRISE, DIEBS, BISE.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 2227
BED - A piece of furniture, usually flat and soft, to sleep on.
BID - To issue a command; to tell.
RED - Having red as its colour.
RIB - Any of a series of long curved bones occurring in 12 pairs in humans and other
animals and extending from the spine to or toward the sternum.
RID - Released from an obligation, problem, etc. (usually followed by "of").
SIR - A man of a higher rank or position.
IRE - Iron.
BIRD - A member of the class of animals Aves in the phylum Chordata, characterized by
being warm-blooded, having feathers and wings usually capable of flight, and laying
eggs.
BRED - Simple past tense and past participle of breed.
DIRE - Ill-boding; portentous.
RIDE - To play defense on the defensemen or midfielders, as an attackman.
RISE - The process of or an action or instance of moving upwards or becoming greater.

SIDE - A bounding straight edge of a two-dimensional shape.
SIRE - A lord, master, or other person in authority, most commonly used vocatively.
BRIDE - A woman who is going to marry or who has just been married.
DRIES - Plural form of dry.
DEBRIS - Rubble, wreckage, scattered remains of something destroyed.

